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Abstract

Traditional programming language design approaches center around theoretical and performance-oriented evaluation. Recently, researchers have been considering more approaches to language design, including the use of quantitative and qualitative user studies to evaluate how different designs affect users. In this paper, we argue for an interdisciplinary approach that incorporates many different methods in the creation and design of programming languages. We show how the addition of user-oriented design techniques can be helpful at many different stages in the programming language design process.

1 Introduction

Since the beginning of computing, programmers have argued about how they should express their programs. Some argue that the language should closely match the way users think about problems [23]. Others focus on training programmers to think in a way that facilitates correct reasoning about programs, and then they design languages to match this style of reasoning.

The stakes in this debate are high: programming languages are the most basic tool used by programmers, and therefore have a major impact on the software development process. Empirical studies suggest that the choice of programming language can significantly impact software quality and security [47], as well as performance and programmer productivity [41]. Understanding how to design languages better could clearly improve the way we engineer software.

In this paper, we discuss the question of design process, arguing that the most commonly used approaches fail to consider a broad enough range of different kinds of evidence. In contrast, we propose a variety of different approaches that can be used to create and evaluate programming languages.

Languages, like other kinds of software projects, frequently follow an iterative design process, summarized in Fig. 1:

Figure 1. A typical design process with suggested methods

1. In the requirements elicitation and creation phase, the designer studies the application domain for the language. The designer creates a draft version of the language, likely including a language specification and language implementation.
2. In the evaluation phase, the designer evaluates how well the language fulfills its requirements.

After evaluation, the design process may repeat to address shortcomings that were identified. We use the word design to refer to the entire process, including requirements analysis, specification, implementation, and evaluation. We use the word creation to refer to the part of the process that includes specifying the language, including its syntax and semantics, as well as the implementation phase, because these phases are usually intertwined.

Language designers face unique challenges relative to designers of other kinds of tools. Programming language designs must meet a unique set of interdisciplinary constraints and objectives, including mathematical foundations, performance characteristics of the created software, the ability of individual programmers to work efficiently (i.e. usability), and the ability of teams to construct large-scale software effectively (i.e. software engineering). All these considerations may conflict. For example, mathematical modeling of a language’s design can be used to create a type-safe or memory-safe language, with significant software engineering benefits. However, implementing the necessary checks at run time imposes performance overhead, while implementing those checks at compile time can preserve performance but may make the language less usable. Unfortunately, language design is too often done in an ad-hoc way that ignores one or more disciplines that should inform it. For example, many languages are designed without user-centered evaluations [52], resulting in designs that may fulfill theoretical and...
performance requirements but impose unnecessary burdens on their users.

In this paper, we argue that the large, complex design space of programming languages justifies treating language design as an engineering activity—one that makes principled tradeoffs among considerations from multiple disciplines. As with software development, language development should be iterative, and incorporate not just summative evaluation on completed designs but also formative methods during the design process itself. We show how we and other researchers have used a wide range of research and design methods to gain insight into how to design programming languages so that they are as effective as possible for programmers. Our account will emphasize human-centered methods, as these tend to receive less emphasis in the existing literature, but will also demonstrate synergies between these methods and traditional approaches such as type theory. Finally, we show how qualitative evaluation methods can complement quantitative methods to inform the search through the language design space.

Overall, we argue for an approach to language design that:

1. Uses a diverse array of complementary methods to address a variety of design questions and evaluate the design from a wide range of perspectives.
2. Prioritizes specific quality attributes of a language according to domain needs, rather than assuming that a particular set of attributes is best for all languages.
3. Strategically selects which methods to apply at each step in the design process.

We use the word interdisciplinary rather than multidisciplinary because it emphasizes the benefit of combining techniques and approaches into a unified method. In contrast, a multidisciplinary approach would emphasize using different approaches individually, perhaps by independent experts. The latter is insufficient because the lessons learned from one approach should affect both the process and the lessons learned from other approaches. For example, language theory should guide the set of designs that are tested with users, while studies of the software development process should affect which are the most important theorems to prove.

We describe in §2 the goals for programming language designs that we believe most designers have. Next (§3), we discuss current approaches to programming language design, and argue for a holistic approach that prominently includes human-centered methods. §4 explains why no single method is sufficient in general, and why combining multiple approaches is more likely to lead to high-quality designs. §5 describes the methods that we and others have found useful in the creation and evaluation of programming languages. §6 discusses approaches for choosing which methods to use, and §7 describes two particular language designs in which different design and evaluation methods complemented one another.

2 Desiderata of Programming Languages

Quality attributes [31] describe properties that are used to evaluate software systems. For example, the maintainability quality attribute refers to a class of scenarios pertaining to how easy or difficult it is for maintainers of a system to modify it. Design decisions frequently involve tradeoffs among different quality attributes. A strong, static type system may guarantee the absence of certain kinds of bugs (correctness), but if it is too hard to use, a non-safety-critical system may be better served by a less type-safe language (modifiability). Furthermore, it is impossible to evaluate a programming language without knowing what one wants to evaluate it for— that is, what should be optimized? And evaluation of the attainment of different quality attributes requires different evaluation methods. For example, measuring correctness can be evaluated with formal methods or with testing; learnability requires evaluation with novices; performance typically requires executing benchmarks.

Below, we show a partial list of relevant considerations; practically every software quality attribute may be affected by a language design. Our purpose in this section is to highlight how particular characteristics of programs relate to programming language design and how they trade off with each other. As a result, we argue that programming language designers should be intentional and explicit about their priorities, and they should select from a diverse set of methods according to their design goals.

2.1 Traditional goals

Correctness concerns the question of whether a particular program has specific desirable properties, such as adherence to a specification and the absence of certain classes of bugs. Languages typically support correctness through formal approaches such as type systems or proof systems. Researchers evaluate the correctness of the formalism using proofs of appropriate soundness theorems.

Performance (of the resulting code) is typically evaluated with benchmarks on the particular hardware of interest. Performance is amenable to benchmarking methods, which have been well-described for particular performance evaluation domains [22].

Expressiveness is the ability of a programmer to express their intent explicitly in the language.¹ For example, a type system adds expressiveness compared to an untyped language in the sense of communicating the programmer’s intended restrictions on the contents of variables that are annotated with types. However, that same type system may rule

¹For a more formal definition that is consistent with the more intuitive arguments made in this paragraph, we point the interested reader to Felleisen [20]
out certain desirable program structures, limiting expressiveness in a different sense. Some forms of expressiveness may come at a usability cost, e.g. because users are forced to express decisions that they would prefer to postpone or prefer not to express formally. Additional expressiveness may facilitate some kinds of modifiability (e.g. changing the type of a function may allow the compiler to find all the calls that need to be updated) while inhibiting others (e.g. a large modification cannot be even partially tested until it is completely done). Researchers typically evaluate the expressiveness of the formal system by giving examples of the properties it can verify on sample programs.

**Speed of compiling** was a major concern when computers were less powerful, and remains important for providing quick feedback in IDEs and when compiling very large systems. The module structure of Go, for example, was designed to improve compilation times compared to C++ [44].

### 2.2 User-centered goals

**Understandability** is the property of how easy it is for a reader of the code of a program to understand it. Programmers typically spend far more time reading code than writing it, with one estimate suggesting a 10:1 ratio of time spent reading to writing [33]. Researchers and practitioners have proposed a variety of measures of and proxies for understandability. One approach involves user studies in which participants are given source code and asked to answer questions about program behavior. Some languages have been evaluated by observing that the designers were able to implement a particular program in fewer lines of code using their language than using prior languages, but it is not necessarily the case that shorter programs are always easier to understand or maintain than longer programs [2]. Our primary interest is in the ability of programmers to correctly and quickly answer important questions about their programs (in service of their goals).

**Ease of reasoning** is the user-focused analog of correctness: for each form of correctness desired of a program, one might ask how easy or difficult it is for users to show a particular program is correct. This question is answered much less often than the questions about correctness itself, but it can be evaluated through user experiments [15]. Arguably, if programmers cannot use the correctness features correctly, then the resulting code will not be correct.

**Modifiability** captures the ease of making particular changes to programs. Developers spend more time maintaining and evolving programs than creating them in the first place, so modifiability has long been a major concern in the field of software engineering. Parnas suggested that information hiding, in service of modifiability, should be the main criteria for decomposing systems into modules [42], and so module systems have been a central way that language designers support this goal.

Module systems can also support ease of reasoning, since when appropriate specifications are added to module boundaries, reasoning can be done more locally. Languages may need to support modifiability in other ways, too, since modular decomposition sometimes has a deleterious effect on performance. Small-scale modifiability can be evaluated with user studies, while modifiability at larger scales requires case studies or repository mining methodologies.

**Learnability** is an important practical concern for adoption: to what extent can existing programmers use the language with little training? It is often evaluated in studies with novices.

### 3 Current Perspectives on Language Design

For comparison and discussion purposes, we describe several existing approaches to language design. Programming languages are designed by various people in various contexts (e.g., in universities or corporations) for many purposes. Our intent here is to promote discussion and draw contrasts between important language design styles, recognizing that in practice individual language designers may (as we advocate) use a combination of the approaches below.

A **logician** is primarily concerned with developing logical systems that are relevant to computation. Viewing programming as the practice of writing correct programs — that is, programs that meet particular mathematical specifications — the logician is focused on concise, convenient, correct expression of algorithms. Programming is considered to be a task that is best suited to experts, who can be thoroughly trained in the appropriate mathematics so that they can write correct programs. Since programming is considered to be primarily a mathematical pursuit, the best language for programming is likely to be very close to the language of mathematics (and presumably close to the way the logician is thinking, as in the closeness of mapping heuristic [23]). Future discoveries of mathematical principles may lead to better programming languages — ones in which programs can be expressed more beautifully and with stronger guarantees of correctness.

The **industrialist** is interested in designing languages that are effective for writing large software systems in order to achieve various commercial goals. As such, performance and adoption (which depends on many different attributes, including learnability [34] and interoperability) are often priorities.

The **empiricist** views programming languages as critical tools for programmer performance. The focus is on using carefully-designed experiments to show concrete effects of specific design decisions on programmers’ success on programming tasks. The empiricist expects that by doing a large number of experiments, researchers will learn how language designs affect users; after gathering sufficient data, language designers will be able to make a large portion of their design
We view each of the stylized approaches above to be useful methods from social science can be applied effectively to summative evaluations of systems; traditional quantitative deficiencies.

ity constraints, so users will have to learn workarounds for flaws in a deployed language due to backwards compatibility. However, it will be difficult to fix major design flaws in a deployed language due to backwards compatibility constraints, so users will have to learn workarounds for deficiencies.

We find the empirical approach compelling for conducting summative evaluations of systems; traditional quantitative methods from social science can be applied effectively to show, for example, that certain static type systems have certain benefits over dynamic type systems [19]. However, summative evaluations are only useful on systems that are complete enough to withstand user tests, which can require significant engineering work; furthermore, of the thousands of design decisions involved in a particular programming language design, a particular experiment can only consider a small set of options. For example, a 2 x 2 factorial study studies two design options in each of two dimensions, and even this would require a large number of participants if one wants statistically significant results. In cases where design choices interact—something we have observed to be very common in language design—it quickly becomes impossible to evaluate the cross product of the possible choices. These interactions between design features make it difficult to go from study results to holistic language designs. In contrast, language designers need approaches that allow them to explore and evaluate a larger portion of the design space. Additional challenges include the difficulty of studying longer and more complex tasks in a controlled, laboratory setting; and the difficulty of recruiting a representative sample of software engineers and retaining them in a laboratory environment long enough to obtain results.

Medicine is another discipline that seeks to inform its recommendations with empirical data. Some researchers have argued that the programming languages community might look to the field of medicine for insight regarding appropriate evidence in scientific fields [52, 53]. Evidence-based medicine rests on three pillars: individual clinical expertise; external clinical evidence from systematic research (particularly from controlled trials when considering therapeutic options, when available); and patient values, preferences, and characteristics. [18, 48, 51] Notably, controlled trials form only one component of three; the medical community considers other relevant aspects of a clinical situation when recommending treatment. Even if language designers were to use a medical approach, then, they would need to consider arguments beyond those which are directly supported by controlled experiments. However, although clinicians can typically choose to not recommend a treatment, this option is not available to programming language designers, whose closest moral equivalent might be to abandon the pursuit of language design (instead recommending that users use existing languages). Language designers are frequently forced to make decisions or recommendations lacking direct experimental evidence.

The number of design decisions involved in designing a particular programming language is immense; we hope that future work will analyze this space more formally, but our experience suggests that there are at least thousands of decisions that are made in the design of any given language. For example, high-level decisions such as what paradigms and type systems to use, medium-level decisions such as what control structures and modularity features to provide in the

4 Interdisciplinary Design

We view each of the stylized approaches above to be useful for language design, but we view them as being individually too limited. Instead, our approach is to combine many different methods according to the design goals of the language. A logical approach (the logician) forms a sound basis for language design. It is useful for quickly eliminating from consideration many designs that are not internally consistent. However, formal methods do not specify which of many different, sound languages will be best for programmers, who are people [35]. While formal methods can link language constructs to program properties, they cannot directly tell us which program properties are the most important, and therefore should be the focus of a type system or proof system design.

An industrial approach is practically useful for designing serviceable languages. As researchers, however, we focus on longer-term goals of improving productivity at scale, as unconstrained as possible by the market forces and technological experience of current programmers. This points to the need to consider software engineering theory to understand how language constructs such as modules affect the software development process as programs scale up in size.

In industry, risk aversion frequently results in the selection of well-proven techniques, such as object-oriented and imperative programming. It is not necessary to show that the design is the best possible one, since a high-quality design that is of practical use suffices. Knowing what aspects of the design contribute to or detract from programmer success may be of lower priority than creating a design quickly and cost-effectively in which it is practical to implement interesting, commercially-relevant systems. Over time, as the community gains experience with the language, the design will be modified to make writing certain programs more convenient. However, it will be difficult to fix major design flaws in a deployed language due to backwards compatibility constraints, so users will have to learn workarounds for deficiencies.

We find the empirical approach compelling for conducting summative evaluations of systems; traditional quantitative methods from social science can be applied effectively to
language, and lower level decisions such as the concrete syntax and which reserved words to use. In practice, designers complete their work by making many decisions on the basis of prior successful systems and their own intuition and experience. Although orthogonality of constructs is one of the canonical recommendations for language designers [45, 49], it is our experience that many language design decisions are not orthogonal. We argue, then, that it is risky to combine the results of individual experiments without some more holistic evaluation that either provides evidence that the decisions are in fact orthogonal, or provides enough guidance about how the decisions interact to properly interpret the experimental results.

Instead of relying on exhaustive experimentation, then, we propose to use many different methods from the field of Design to triangulate when making design decisions; although a particular method might only suggest a particular region in the design space, we can obtain further guidance helping us narrow it further by using different methods. Although this approach lacks the statistical satisfaction of randomized controlled trials, it has the benefit of producing evidence grounded in real users that can be obtained practically and applied to wide variety of different language designs. We show in §5 examples of how various techniques have been used to obtain insight about programming languages.

The perspective of the teacher is useful in the design of practical languages because languages that are difficult to learn are less likely to be adopted. Insights from pedagogy may also provide hints as to which approaches are more or less natural for users. However, languages that focus on pedagogical goals may not be ideal for creating large, complex systems; instead, a teacher’s focus is on teaching particular aspects of programming so that students can be effective when using other languages.

An important aspect of an interdisciplinary approach is that it allows a collection of detailed qualitative results regarding different designs. Rather than focusing on whether a particular design promotes faster task completion times compared to another, we seek to learn why [29]: when programmers are confused, what is the cause of the confusion? What concrete improvements can we make to the language, the programming environment, and the training materials to improve task performance?

We seek to use human-centered approaches broadly in order to first obtain lower-cost, qualitative knowledge about designs, and then to obtain quantitative results showing how new designs compare to existing ones. Our assumption is that we are likely to obtain a better design (one for which a quantitative evaluation is likely to show a superior result) if we take user data into account throughout the design process [36] rather than focusing the use of user-oriented methods only at the end of the process.

In general, the discipline of design is about creating tools that help people achieve their goals while considering practical constraints [12]. Design is applicable to large design spaces, such as that of programming languages, including in high-stakes situations. For example, an airplane cockpit is designed taking human factors into account in order to reduce error rates to improve airplane safety [63]. The design recommendations are drawn from a variety of sources, including human factors texts and industry standards. The aviation industry learns how to design safe cockpits with an interdisciplinary approach; it does not restrict itself to quantitative studies of pilots with candidate interfaces.

5 Methods

We divide the methods into those that are primarily oriented around eliciting and iterating on design ideas (without needing a prototype to evaluate) and those that are oriented around evaluation (requiring a prototype).

5.1 Methods for requirements and creation

Surveys are a useful way to assess opinions and experience among a large sample, for example for assessing whether a proposed problem is one that a large fraction of practitioners face, or assessing whether which problems are the most important to solve from a practitioner’s point of view. Some researchers have also used surveys to get direct insight into programming language designs [60], but the results have been inconclusive regarding specific design guidance. Most surveys ask people what they believe, but in some cases people’s beliefs do not lead to designs that benefit users in practice. Furthermore, survey results can be difficult to interpret or clouded with noise. Sometimes, little verifiable information is known about participants, and there may be motives that detract from data validity (e.g. Mechanical Turk workers may want to complete the survey as fast as possible to maximize their hourly wage).

Interviews can be a valuable source of information for areas in which researchers can find experts. These can be a useful approach to quickly obtain knowledge about existing problems and their existing solutions. For example, we interviewed experienced software engineers and API designers to understand how practitioners use immutability in their software designs [16]; the insights led to a new tool, Glacier [15], which is designed around the needs of real users instead of around maximizing expressiveness. Glacier extends Java to support transitive class immutability, a kind of immutability that the interviewees expressed was useful in real software. Interviews are limited in external validity because it may be difficult or impossible to interview a representative sample of any particular population. The results strongly depend on the participants themselves as well as the skill of the interviewer in eliciting as much useful information as possible with minimal bias.
Corpus studies can show the prevalence of particular patterns in existing code, including patterns of bugs in bug databases. For example, Callau et al. [13] investigated the use of dynamic features in Smalltalk programs, Malayeri et al. [32] investigated whether programs might benefit from a language that supported structural subtyping, and we studied how Java programmers used exception handling features [26]. Corpus studies can show that a particular problem occurs often enough that it might be worth addressing; they can also show how broadly a particular solution applies to real-world programs, as in Unkel and Lam’s analysis of stationary fields in Java [62]. However, it can be difficult to obtain a representative corpus. For example, though GitHub contains many open source projects, they can be difficult to build; it can be difficult to sample in an unbiased way; and open source code may not be representative of closed source code.

Natural Programming [36] is a technique to elicit how people express solutions to problems without any special training. It aims to find out how people might “naturally” write programs. These approaches have been useful for HANDS [40], a programming environment for children, as well as professionally-targeted languages, such as blockchain programming languages [3]. However, the results are biased by participants’ prior experience and education, and results depend on careful choice of prompts to avoid biased language.

Rapid prototyping is commonly used in many different areas of HCI, and can be used for language design as well [35]. Low-fidelity prototypes, such as paper prototypes, can be used to obtain feedback from users on early-stage designs ideas. Wizard-of-Oz testing involves an experimenter substituting for a missing or insufficient implementation. For example, when evaluating possible designs for a type system for a blockchain programming language, we gave participants brief documentation on a language proposal and asked them to do tasks in a text editor. Because there was no type-checker implemented, the experimenter gave verbal feedback when participants wrote ill-typed code. This allowed us to learn about the usability of various designs without the expense of implementing designs that were about to be revised anyway. However, low fidelity prototypes may differ in substantive ways from polished systems, misleading participants. The results depend on the skill and perspectives of the experimenter and the participants, resulting in limited external validity.

Programming language and software engineering theory provide a useful guide when considering the requirements for a programming language. For example, the guarantees that a transitive immutability system can provide in the areas of both security and concurrency—which have been well-established in the programming language theory literature—were key reasons that we chose this semantics for the Glacier type system [16]. Similarly, an understanding of how modularity affects modifiability from the software engineering literature [42] motivates the module systems present in many languages, and more recent theories about how software architecture [50] influences software development motivated our design of the ArchJava language [1].

However, theoretical guarantees that pertain to optional language features will not be obtained if the features are misunderstood or not used. Furthermore, guarantees can be compromised by bugs in unverified tool implementations.

5.2 Methods for evaluation

Qualitative user studies have been used to evaluate many different kinds of tools, including programming languages [16, 40], APIs [37], and development environments [28]. Some of these consist of usability analyses, in which participants are given tasks to complete with a set of tools and the experimenter collects data regarding obstacles the participants encounter while performing the tasks. Unlike randomized controlled trials, these are usually not comparative; that analysis is left to a future study. Instead, they focus on learning as much as possible in a short amount of time in order to test feasibility of a particular approach and improve the tool for a future iteration of the design process.

Another qualitative approach involves participatory design [10, 39], in which participants are asked to help explore the design space and analyze tradeoffs. The assumption is that domain experts are likely to give feedback and suggestions that are of practical use in designing tools. Unlike usability studies, which evaluate existing prototypes, this approach is formative, intended to help inform the exploration of a design space.

Qualitative user studies can also be used to understand a problem that a language design is intended to solve, and help to guide other research methods used to evaluate the eventual solution. We studied programmers solving protocol-related programming problems that were gleaned from real StackOverflow questions in order to understand the barriers developers face when using stateful libraries [57]. The results of the study were useful in developing a language and its associated tools, and produced a set of tasks that were used in a later user experiment. Because of the qualitative user study, we knew these tasks were the most time-consuming component of real-world programming problems, mitigating the most significant external threat to the validity of the user experiment.

Qualitative user studies are usually limited to short-duration tasks with participants that researchers can find. In practice, this sometimes limits the sizes of the programs that the tasks concern because larger programs typically require more sophisticated participants and more participant time. Although a typical qualitative user study might only take an hour or two per participant, even a small real-world programming task might take a day or more.
Case studies show expressiveness: a solution to a particular programming problem can be expressed in the language in question. Many case studies aim to show concision, observing that the solution is expressible with a short program, particularly in comparison to the length of a typical solution in a comparison language. Case studies are particularly helpful when the language imposes restrictions that might cause a reader to wonder whether the restrictions prevent application of the language to real problems.

Case studies can also be used to learn about how a programming language design works in practice. For example, we used exploratory case studies on ArchJava, an extension of Java with software architecture constructs, to learn about the strengths and limitations of the language design and to generate hypotheses about how the approach might affect the software engineering process.

Case studies have limited external validity because they necessarily only consider a small set of use cases (perhaps just one). As a result, the conclusions are biased by the selection of the cases. Furthermore, the results may not generalize to typical users, since the case studies may be done by expert users of the system under evaluation.

Expert evaluation methods, such as Cognitive Dimensions of Notations [23] and Nielsen’s Heuristic Analysis [38], provide a vocabulary for discussing design tradeoffs. Although they do not definitively specify what decision to make in any particular case because each option may trade off with another, they provide a validated mechanism for identifying advantages and disadvantages of various approaches. This approach has been widely used in the visual languages community. However, expert evaluation requires access to experts and a validated and relevant set of criteria. The traditional criteria, such as Cognitive Dimensions of Notations, have not yet been validated against traditional textual languages by showing that their results are correlated with quantitative experiments.

Performance evaluation, typically via benchmarks, is well-accepted for comparing languages and tools. Performance evaluation can be critical if it is relevant to the claims made about a language, but many popular languages are not as fast as alternatives (consider Python vs. C), so it is important to decide how much performance is required. SIGPLAN released a checklist [6] for empirical evaluations of programming languages; although it is titled only “Empirical Evaluation Checklist,” it only describes performance evaluations. The checklist hints at limitations of this approach, such as mismatch between benchmark suite and real-world applications; an insufficient number of trials; and unrealistic input.

User experiments, also known as randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have been used to address a variety of programming language design questions, such as the benefits of C++ lambdas [61], static type systems [19], and typechecking [46]. In some ways, these represent the gold standard for summative evaluations. However, they do not always lead to insights that can be used to design or improve systems, and unless they are supplemented by theory (e.g., gleaned from qualitative studies), it can be difficult to be certain that results on a narrow problem studied in the laboratory will apply to a more complex real-world setting. For example, Uesbeck et al. discuss in what contexts their conclusions might apply [61], but not how one might improve C++ lambdas to retain possible advantages but mitigate identified shortcomings.

Formalism and proof are traditional tools for showing that a specific language design has particular properties, such as type soundness [43]. In many languages, a formal model provides key insight that inspires a new language design; in these cases, the formal analysis might be the first step in a language design. However, in other languages, a formalism serves primarily to provide a specification and a safety guarantee, in which case this work might be done much later.

A typechecker provides some safety guarantees once a program typechecks, but one must compare the difficulty of writing a type-correct program to the difficulty of obtaining safety some other way (for example, with runtime checks, at the cost of deferring verification to runtime) and to the option of not providing the guarantee at all. In some systems, safety guarantees are not necessary; for example, the consequences of a bug in a video game may be smaller than the consequences of a bug in avionics software.

Formal verification via tools such as Dafny [30] or Coq [7] can provide even stronger guarantees, likely at greater implementation cost. However, if the tools are too difficult to use, programmers may not obtain the guarantees because they may circumvent the tools (e.g., by implementing difficult procedures in a lower-level language) or because they may fail to complete their projects within their cost and time constraints.

In practice, there is typically a gap between what is actually specified in a formal specification of correctness and what is desired by the programmer. For example, a programmer may specify the correct output of a factorial function in a recursive way, implement the function iteratively to avoid overflowing the stack for large input, and leave the specification that the program shall not overflow the stack for input within the expressible range of machine-size integers unwritten.

6 Strategy

Language designers must be strategic in their selection and order of method application. We propose using approaches according to likely risk reduction: prefer techniques that are most likely to provide insight that most reduces the risk of failing to achieve the design goals. Languages that are inspired by the desire to investigate how a particular logical system corresponds with computation are likely to start with
a formal analysis. The design of a domain-specific language might start by using formative methods to understand the appropriate domain and its users. The domain-specific language design project may do the formal analysis last because although the designers want to show that their language is sound, they do not expect the results of the formal analysis to significantly impact the design of the language.

Research-oriented language designers may only use a small number of different methods in order to achieve the research objectives. Researchers are typically interested in languages that are novel along particular dimensions but standard along others; they should therefore use methods that target the novel aspects of their language rather than attempting to evaluate all aspects of their language designs. Application of various methods requires special expertise, and individual researchers will likely specialize in one or more methods. This offers an opportunity for collaboration to apply the appropriate methods to each language design. Production-oriented language designers may need a wider variety of methods because their designs must have high quality along many different axes. However, they may also be likely to make traditional choices in a wide variety of aspects of the design; as such, they may not be interested in design methods that address most of the aspects of the design. For example, designers of a new object-oriented language need not conduct evaluations on the usability of object-oriented programming, but they might conduct evaluations of their particular syntax and compiler error messages.

7 Examples

In this section, we show how combinations of the above methods have been helpful in two examples of programming language designs.

Typestate is a way of tracking the conceptual states of objects in a type system, ensuring that state-sensitive operations such as read on a File are not applied when the object is in an inappropriate state, such as closed [55]. Two of us were involved in a decade-long interdisciplinary research project that illustrates how different research methods complement one another in exploring language and type system support for typestate.2

We wanted to know how common it is in practice to have state protocols, so we carried out a code corpus study identifying and classifying classes that define protocols in Java library and application code [5]. Our study was a bit unusual for corpus studies: while we used tools to identify code that might define protocols, because the definition of protocols includes the notion of abstract states, we had to manually examine each candidate identified by the tool to verify that it really defined a protocol. We found that at least 7% of types

2We present the work in a logical order; the actual research was done in an order that reflected the interests of students as well as our group’s ongoing exploration of different research methods.
StackOverflow tasks. This example shows that a properly-designed pairing of experiment and formative study can be much more convincing than either study in isolation.

Glacier is an extension to Java that supports transitive class immutability [15, 16]. We started with the question “What kinds of immutability should a programming language support, and how should it support them?” We began with a literature review to understand existing approaches. We found a progression of increasingly complex research systems [11, 24, 25, 27, 59] supporting increasing numbers of kinds of immutability, but little evidence regarding which of these were actually needed in practice. However, immutability is a frequently-discussed topic in the software industry so it is an area where experts are like to have well-formed opinions. Therefore, we conducted interviews of professional software engineers to see what kinds of evidence we could gather regarding the utility of different kinds of immutability approaches. These interviews suggested, among other things, that developers would like immutability to help in developing concurrent systems. Language theory tells us that a transitive immutability system could be effective for this and other identified goals, an observation also supported by the interviews themselves. Interested in evaluating the effect of supporting transitive immutability, we built a prototype (informed by a formal model) and conducted a small qualitative study comparing an existing research tool, IGJ [64], with our prototype, IGJ-T. We noted that our participants had difficulty understanding the error messages in IGJ, which resulted in part from the wide variety of scenarios that IGJ was designed to support, such as both class and object immutability.

To improve our chances of obtaining a system that people could use effectively, we focused on a simpler system, which supported only transitive, class-based immutability. We hoped that this point in the design space would result in a simple, usable system that expressed constraints that were relevant to real programs. We evaluated this hypothesis in a randomized, controlled experiment. We assigned ten participants to use plain Java with final and ten others to use our extension, Glacier, on code writing tasks. We found that most of the participants who only had final accidentally modified state in immutable objects, resulting in bugs. We also asked participants to use their assigned tools to specify immutability in a small codebase. We found that most of the participants who had Glacier could specify immutability correctly; in contrast, every final user made mistakes when attempting to enforce immutability. Both of these results were statistically significant.

Finally, we conducted a case study applying Glacier to real-world systems. We were able to express the kinds of immutability used in a real Java spreadsheet implementation and in a Guava collections class (with one caveat for caching). On this basis, we argue that Glacier is likely to be applicable to a variety of real-world systems; its simplicity does not limit its utility to tasks in artificial lab studies. In contrast, we argue that its simplicity increases its value by providing usability so that programmers are able to use it effectively.

Glacier shows one example of how researchers can inform their research with qualitative methods, including interviews and qualitative lab studies, and then show benefit of their tools in a quantitative lab study afterward. We were able to show a successful quantitative result after significant iterations and qualitative human-centered evaluations, arguably because our design had been informed by other research methods.

8 Conclusions

Every design method has limitations. We argue for the application of many different methods in the programming language design process: theoretical methods as well as quantitative and qualitative user-oriented methods. These user-oriented methods have been shown to be useful in the process of creating and evaluating programming languages and programming language extensions.

An individual researcher or language designer may not be familiar with the entire breadth of methods we promote. Instead, we recommend collaborative efforts, where researchers work together to apply theoretical, formative, and summative techniques in order to prove relevant properties, explore fruitful portions of the design space, and show that their designs benefit users in specific, quantifiable ways.
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